Everybody Loves Christmas!-Andrew Davenport 2012 Everybody in the Night Garden loves Christmas! Join Igglepiggle and his friends in the snowy Night Garden as they tell us all of their favourite things about Christmas time. With rounded corners and sturdy board pages, this is the perfect gift for little fans of the hit CBeebies show.

In the Night Garden: Everybody Loves the Pinky Ponk!-Andrew Davenport 2014-08-27 Take a flight on the Pinky Ponk with the Night Garden friends. Use the big tabs to turn the pages and press the sound buttons to hear all the funny noises.

Everybody Loves...-Andrew Davenport 2009-01 Pop-in-the-slot storybooks guarantee you’ll never read the same story twice! Press-out the pieces. Pop one in the slot. Create your own story! With 17 fun cut-outs

The Night Garden-Lisa Van Allen 2014 Olivia—who manages both a mysterious, lush garden and a safe home for abused women—is investigated by a former childhood friend who is now a cop after neighbors lodge complaints. By the author of The Wishing Thread. Original. 25,000 first printing.

Silly Ninky Nonk!-Andrew Davenport 2010 Once upon a time in the Night Garden, everybody went for a ride on the Ninky Nonk. But the teeny tiny Pontipines were left behind. This sturdy storybook features board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover for little Night Garden fans to read over and over again.

In the Night Garden: Bedtime Stories from the Night Garden-In the Night Garden 2017-10-05 Ten classic In the Night Garden stories to celebrate ten years of the show! Join Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy and all their friends as they play hide-and-seek with the Pontipines, search for Igglepiggle's blanket and work out why Makka Pakka's trumpet is making such a funny noise. This beautifully illustrated treasury of tales is the perfect bedtime book for In the Night Garden fans.

In the Night Garden: All Aboard the Ninky Nonk-Andrew Davenport 2011-02-01 A perfect introduction to all your favourite In The Night Garden characters. This compact book comes with a cloth strap to attach to your buggy, perfect for little Ninky-nonks on the move.

The Bouncy Jumping Game!-Andrew Davenport 2008 Learn how to play the bouncy jumping game with Igglepiggle and his friends in this colourful In the Night Garden storybook. Beautiful bright illustrations and a simple story full of fun and surprises will enchant fans of the programme.

A Lovely Present-Andrew Davenport 2011 Once upon a time, Makka Pakka gave each of his Night Garden friends a special present. Find out what it was in this illustrated story book featuring Upsy Daisy, the Tombliboo and the Pontipines! This sturdy first storybook features board pages, rounded corners and a hardcover for little 1-3 year old to read over and over again. For more In the Night Garden fun, go to www.penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden

In the Night Garden: Bedtime Little Library-BBC 2015-09-03 No Marketing Blurb

In the Night Garden: Where's Igglepiggle's Present?-In the Night Garden 2020-07-16 It's Igglepiggle's birthday! Where is his present? Lift the big flaps and help Igglepiggle find his special birthday present. What will it be? Happy Birthday, Igglepiggle!

In the Night Garden-Andrew Davenport 2009-02-01 A perfect introduction to all your favourite In The Night Garden characters. This compact book comes with a cloth strap to attach to your buggy, perfect for little Ninky-nonks on the move.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time-Mark Haddon 2004-05-18 A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read. Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent years.

In the Night Garden: Igglepiggle's Birthday Surprise-In the Night Garden 2016-04-07 It's Igglepiggle's birthday - but it seems that all of his friends in the Night Garden have forgotten! Igglepiggle is sad to find that...
nobody wants to play today. But there are a few things going on around the garden that Igglepiggle hasn’t spotted. Makka Pakka is painting a special stone, the Tumbolils are hanging bunting, and the Putpines have made a cake . . . Maybe Igglepiggle’s friends haven’t forgotten his birthday after all! Little fans of In the Night Garden will love this beautifully illustrated picture book, filled with all their favourite characters from the show.

Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil—John Berendt 2010-05-12 Shots rang out in Savannah’s grandest mansion in the early morning hours of May 2, 1981. Was it murder or self-defense? Katherina Keplar was dead. At the scene: the shooting and its aftermath reverberated throughout this hauntingly beautiful city of moss-hung oaks and shaded squares. John Berendt’s sharply observed, suspenseful, and witty narrative reads like a thoroughly engrossing novel, and yet it is a work of nonfiction. Berendt skillfully interweaves a hugely entertaining first-person account of life in this isolated remnant of the Old South with the unpredictable twists and turns of a landmark murder case. It is a spellbinding story peopled by a gallery of remarkable characters: the well-bred society ladies of the Married Women’s Club; the young redneck gigolo; the hapless recluse who owns a bottle of poison so powerful it could kill every man, woman, and child in Savannah; the aging and profane Southern belle who is the “soul of pampered self-absorption”; the uproariously funny black drag queen; the acerbic and arrogant antiques dealer; the sweet-talking, piano-playing con artist; young blacks dancing the minuet at the black debutante ball; and Minerva, the voodoo priestess who works her magic in the graveyard at midnight. These and other Georgians act as a Greek chorus, with Berendt revealing the alliances, hostilities, and intrigues that thrive in a town where everyone knows everyone else. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil is a sublime and seductive reading experience. Brilliantly conceived and masterfully written, this enormously engaging portrait of a most beguiling Southern city has become a modern classic.

The Night Circus—Erin Morgenstern 2011-09-13 #1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of cunning in the spellbinding novel that captured the world’s imagination. • “Part love story, part fable . . . defies both genres and expectations.” —The Boston Globe The circus arrives without warning. It is simply there, when yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white striped canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is called Le Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a fierce competition is underway: a duel between two young magicians, Celia and Marco, who have been trained since childhood expressly for this purpose by their mercenary instructors. Unbeknownst to both them, this is a game in which only one can be left standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble headfirst into love, setting off a domino effect of dangerous consequences, and leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the patrons, hanging in the balance.

The Hate U Give—Angie Thomas 2017-02-28 8 starred reviews • Goodreads Choice Awards Best of the Best • William C. Morris Award Winner • National Book Award Longlist • Printz Honor Book • Coretta Scott King Honor Book • #1 New York Times Bestseller! “Absolutely riveting!” —Jason Reynolds “Stunning.” —John Green “This story is necessary. This story is important.” —Kirkus (starred review) “Heartbreakingly topical.” —Booklist (starred review) “A powerful, in-your-face novel.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Marvelous, in-your-face novel.” —Horn Book (starred review) Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at the hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr. But what Starr does—or does not—say can upend her community. It could also endanger her life. Want more of Garden Heights? Catch Maverick and Seven’s story in Concrete Rose, Angie Thomas’s powerful prequel to The Hate U Give.

In the Night Garden: Wake Up Igglepiggle—Andrew Davenport 2013 Once upon a time in the Night Garden—Igglepiggle went to sleep in Upsy Daisy’s bed. Can she wake him up with the help of their friends?

In the Night Garden: Igglepiggle’s Lost Blanket—2016-07-07

In the Night Garden: Time for Bed, Everybody—2016-09-01

In the Night Garden—Andrew Davenport 2011 Ting! Ting! Igglepiggle, iggle onk, we’re going to catch . . . the Ninky Nonk! Join the In the Night Garden friends in this magical sound book and press the button as you turn the page.

Peter Pan—J.M. Barrie 2020-07-28 The eternally youthful Peter Pan encounters Wendy and her brothers, who decide to join him in Neverland. Their plans do not reckon with either the sinister Captain Hook or the unsuspected dark side of perpetual childhood. Peter Pan’s story began as a play in 1904 and met with immediate success. The author converted it into a novel in 1911 to similar acclaim. His story has appeared on stage, television, live action film and animated cartoon. Peter’s adventures with Wendy take place in a glorious world of imagination, where fairies and Wild Boys are boons companions in swashbuckling conflict with wild beasts and pirates. But in Peter and Wendy we can see another conflict, that between the love of family and responsibility of the adult world and the carefree, impulsive freedom of childhood. This is truly a tale to be appreciated equally, yet differently, by both children and grown-ups. This dual appeal, and the lasting, fundamental charisma of Peter himself, have made Peter Pan both enjoyable and relevant for each new generation. With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Peter Pan is both modern and readable.

Man Over Money—Bruce Palmer 2017-10-10 A UNC Press Enduring Edition – UNC Press Enduring Editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our distinguished backlist that were previously out of print. These editions are published unaltered from the original, and are presented in affordable paperback
formats, bringing readers both historical and cultural value.

**In the Night Garden: Buggy Book** - In the Night Garden 2020-09 A buggy book featuring Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka, the Tombliboos and the Pontipines! The perfect introduction to all your favourite In The Night Garden characters! Suitable for the very youngest In The Night Garden fan, this buggy book with chunky board pages is perfect for little hands. The clip-on strap attaches to pushchairs and bags, so is great for keeping little ones entertained on the go. A must-have for every little In The Night Garden fan!

**In Our Time** - Ernest Hemingway 1925

**In the Night Garden: Goodnight Igglepiggle** - In the Night Garden 2015-07-02 It’s almost time for bed in the Night Garden, but first Igglepiggle wants to say goodnight to all his friends. What a good idea! Let's go with Igglepiggle as he gives each of his friends a hug. This beautiful picture book features Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka and all your other favourites from In the Night Garden. It’s the perfect bedtime read for little fans of the show.

**Shapes and Colours** - 2015-03-25 Learn about shapes and colours with Igglepiggle, Upsy Daisy, Makka Pakka and their friends in the Night Garden. Have fun completing each activity using the big stickers to decorate each colourful illustrated scene. The perfect book for toddlers who love In the Night Garden!

**Ooh, Pretty Flower!** - Andrew Davenport 2007 A delightful illustrated storybook based on an episode of the long-running preschool programme, In the Night Garden. All aboard the Ninky Nonk, Night Garden fans! It's time to go for a ride with Igglepiggle, Makka Pakka, Upsy Daisy and the Tombliboos.

**In the Night Garden: 123** - 2016-05-05 Count from 1 all the way to 10 with Igglepiggle and his friends in the Night Garden. With simple text and bright, vibrant colours, this chunky board book is a perfect way to introduce counting to little In the Night Garden fans.

**In the Night Garden: Happy Easter!** - Rebecca Gerlings 2016-02-04 It’s Easter in the Night Garden! But Igglepiggle has lost his special Easter egg. Can he find it with the help of his friends? Join all of the Night Garden characters in this gorgeous board book, with a sweet Easter-themed story that little ones will love. This is the perfect bedtime read for Easter!

**Bouncy Ball** - Andrew Davenport 2008 Pull the sturdy tabs to help Igglepiggle and all his friends pop, jiggle, jump and dance as the ball rolls along. Where is that ball going? Young children will love this bouncy pop-up story, with a special musical ending. Visit penguin.com.au/inthenightgarden for more

**Everyone Leaves Behind a Name** - Michael Brick 2016-03-03 An anthology of essays, newspaper articles, magazine stories written by Michael Brick with added commentary by colleagues and acquaintances.

**Henrietta James** - Nerissa N. Nordquist 2012-01-14 Engulfed in anxiety, frustration and constant constipation, Henrietta Martha James spends her time writing angry letters to Taro Gomi, the acclaimed author of “Everyone Poops.” She is demanding a formal apology...an explanation...the possibility of rewrites...or at least a change to the title of his book because she, Henrietta, does not poop. Well, not like “everyone” does.Growing up with an illness that doctors struggle to diagnose, Henrietta constantly hears how she is “supposed” to be, while discovering that “normal” does not apply to her - at least not the way her body works. A humorous and painful real-life journey into the world of digestive disorders, her story brings to light one of life's dirty little secrets. Not Everyone Poops.

**In the Night Garden: Igglepiggle Counts** - BBC 2014-04-11 No Marketing Blurb

**Folklore of Lunenburg County, Nova Scotia** - Helen Creighton 1976

**In the Night Garden: Everybody Loves the Pinky-Ponk** - Rebecca Gerlings 2016-02-04 It’s little Igglepiggle in the Night Garden! But Igglepiggle has lost his special Easter egg. Can he find it with the help of his friends? Join all of the Night Garden characters in this gorgeous board book, with a sweet Easter-themed story that little ones will love. This is the perfect bedtime read for Easter!